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Dear Parents/Guardians and Students,

Another busy week as we hurtle toward the end of term. Next week sees a variety of subject assessments, 
 some students will be completing some unit assignments or ongoing classwork for teachers to be able to
judge the progress made to date. This is not an exam series as some subjects will look at the work
completed in class and assignments to this point.  This does however stress the importance of being fully
focused in lessons, completing assignments to the best of the child's ability. I have always said being
online can not be used as an excuse to not take learning seriously .  

Lower Secondary Group 2 return to physical school and Year 10 return in full.
I am looking forward to welcoming group 2 of the rotation group into school on Monday alongside the full
Year 10 cohort. A reminder, if your child has their own profile on MySejahtera this should be updated for
Monday (in the Covid status section) or else they will need to fill out a health declaration form on site.  
 All meals should have been ordered by this evening, otherwise please send your child into school with a
meal/snack on Monday.  

The Vircle Switch - is complete
The cafeteria is now fully cashless and students are getting used to using their student cards to purchase
their drinks or items in the book shop.  Using the App to order food will become more and more familiar.  
 Please do consult or inform your child of their meal orders, the App shows the health rating of the food
please do consider this across the week and have a balanced meal plan.

Rising Star Finals 
We are in the final stages of the competition, with final entries being judged. Good luck to all our
finalists. Next year, I hope to see more entries in every section from Klang. 

Kind regards, keep safe and healthy

April Peters
Principal

Sri KDU
International
School (Klang)
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Kho Yuan (Year 8D)

 
In Year 9, the students designed a patterned

elephant. During the art lesson, we discussed and
reviewed the use of formal art elements and

principles. Students researched on geometric and
floral designs to complete this piece of artwork. The
winners for Year 9 are Ryka Kaur A/P Deepak (1st

Prize), Low Xin Yi (2nd Prize), Chew Man Zhee (3rd
Prize).

Tania Tan Qin Yi (Year 9G)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Olympic Wong Shyuen (Year 9G)
 

Year 10 designed digital posters to convey the
intended message for Deepavali to the school

community.

  Chen Lang Xu (1st Prize)      Eng Zhen Fong
                                            (2nd Prize)

Messages from Head of Departments
Art & Design
by Ms. Ong Cheng Cheng

During Arts week, students in all year levels took
part in an art competition. In Year 7, they
created Henna Art design. The winners are Ng
Kyle Yi (1st Prize), Gurlynn Kaur Sandhu (2nd
Prize) and the 3rd Prize goes to Tan Yi En. Many
of the students in Year 7 put in their best effort
and it is rewarding to see them grow their
artistic skills.

Elise Chan Wan Lin (Year 7D)
 

In Year 8, students were inspired by Peacock
patterns to create a Rangoli Design. The winners
for the art competition in Year 8 are Tham Wing
Yi (1st Prize), Renzo Geoi (2nd Prize) and Ng
Tze Jay (3rd Prize). Other designs created by
Vincent Khoo, Ong Ying Hui and Kho Yuan are
unique as well. The effort that they put into their
work has brought about the desired results.

Vincent Khoo Wei Wen (Year 8D)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ong Ying Hui (Year 8D)
 



     Tan Song Zi                   Phoebe Tan                            
(3rd Prize) 

Mandarin

We are excited to see students back to school
physically and we had some great time together.
In Year 7 Advanced Mandarin, we learned the
topic of family by studying different hands of our
beloved persons. The students were able to create
a mind map by analysing the text. As for Year 8
Advanced Mandarin, the students were able to
analyse the text and answer comprehension
questions.

Year 8 students learnt to design the CHINESE
CHARACTERS with some characteristics of the
city, for example – landmarks, food, sports,
building types, people, weather, national flower,
history and etc.

In Year 9 Intermediate Mandarin, we studied the
topic of hobbies and the elements of sentences.
The students did a great job by completing their
work at the highest standard. The Year 10
students also show their capabilities in
interviewing their friends, collecting, and
analysing the data. We have completed the topic
of educations and now we are entering the topic
of friendship. 

Well done everyone and keep up the good work!

Science
by Ms. Vickneswary

Year 8
This week students are learning on measuring
motion. They were provided with different
measuring tools to measure various distance for
example height of their chair, length of their
pencil and length of their thumbnail. Students
need to choose appropriate measuring tool to
measure each length.

They measured how long does it take to write
their name, read a page of a book and count to
200. Students choose to use their timer in their
iPad to measure time of each task. 

Students also learned how to use distance and
time to measure speed. One of the activities
given was to measure their average walking
speed for distance between 5 and 10 metres. At
the same time, they learned to identify the
variables and how to obtain a reliable result.



Malay Language
by Mr. Gobi

Year 7: First Language
For this week’s lesson, we went over our previous
topic “Kampung halaman saya”. This topic helped
students to understand their hometown better.
The lesson continued with “Kata adjektif” and
apart from using adjectives in Malay writing,
students were also trained to communicate in
Malay by including adjectives in their
conversation.

Year 7: Foreign Language
Students learnt to introduce themselves in
complete sentences by using the Malay Language.
They were also assigned to enhance their
speaking skill by having conversations with their
friends using "Kata Tanya".

Year 8: First Language
For this week’s lesson, we discussed the topic of
hobbies. Students developed their understanding
by identifying the list of activities that can be
beneficial as their hobbies. Based on this topic,
students were assigned to write an essay about
their hobbies and benefits of it.

Year 8: Foreign Language 
For this week’s lesson, we learnt “simpulan
bahasa” where students were exposed to the
importance of Malay idioms in both writing and
grammar elements. We also did some fun learning
activities in Malay which helped build student's
interest in mastering this topic. 

Year 9: First Language and Foreign
Language
Students learnt about "Kata Ganda" where they
were assigned to find the famous "Kata Ganda"
in the Language and their answers were discussed
during the lesson. In addition, they were also
required to write complete sentences provided by
the teacher with the correct "Kata Ganda". 

Year 9 
This week we were exploring the trends in the
Periodic Table using Group 1 elements as
examples. Students observed the reaction
between lithium and sodium metal with water and
were able to describe that reactivity of Group 1
metals increases going down the group.

Year 10 Coordinated Science
Students are learning on different measurements
such as measuring length, volume, and density.



Year 10: First Language
Students learned about “Kata adjektif”. They
were trained to build simple sentences using
adjectives in a speaking activity among their
classmates. This activity helped to build their
confidence to speak in the Malay Language as
well as play a role in helping each other correct
the other's mistake through positive peer
assessment. 

Year 10: Foreign Language
This week, students discovered famous holiday
destinations in Malaysia and were assigned to
explore the topic by doing their research which
was guided by their teacher. Each student was
assigned to a different destination. Also, their
speaking skills were tested in this assignment as
they were required to present their findings to
their classmates.

Well Being
by Nurse Subashini

Diabetes Awareness Month

Diabetes is a chronic (long-lasting) health
condition that affects how your body turns food
into energy. Most of the food you eat is broken
down into sugar (also called glucose) and
released into your bloodstream. When your blood
sugar goes up, it signals your pancreas to release
insulin. The main difference between the two
types of diabetes is that type 1 diabetes is a
genetic disorder that often shows up early in life,
and type 2 is largely diet-related and develops
over time.

Below is a diagram of diabetes symptoms and
ways to prevent as well as treat it.

There are many ways to prevent and treat
diabetes. However, the most important
prevention is leading a healthy life such as
exercising and drinking plenty of water. It has
been proven that drinking water regularly helps
rehydrate the blood, lower the blood sugar
levels, and could reduce the risk of diabetes. So
drink up and stay hydrated!!


